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Abstract

The purpose ofthis study was to ascelfain ifCaucasiansjurors can be influenced by the

perceived presence ofAfrican Americansjurors, in regards to court proceedings.  The main

objective was to determine whether racism is prevalent in an aversive form injury decision-

making among Caucasians.  Aversive racism occurs when Caucasians publicly express equality

for all people, but possess negative feelings and values toward African Americans.  The study

involved a mockjury simulation case and attempted to determine whether the majority race of

thejury or the race ofthe defense lavyer influence Caucasianjurors9 decisions about guilt or

innocence ofan African American defendant.  The Vthite Racial Identity Attitudes Scale

(Carter, 1990), and the New Racism Scale (Jacobson, 1985) were used to assess racial attitudes.

The results indicatedthat Caucasian participants found the defendant not guilty, and viewedthe

defendant in a positive and non-racial way.  Correlational analyses ofthe racial attitudes scales

paralleled flndingS OfCarter (1990).  Specifically, more female participants hold less racial

beliefs, and endorsed racial equality and understanding more than male participants.
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Racial Issues and Jury Decisions:

A Study ofAversive Racism.

Despite a notable decrease in overt forms ofracism and discrimination, research

demonstrates an increasingtrend toward subtle racism (Gaertner and Dovidio, 1986; Wolfe and

Spencer, 1996).  In addition, Foley and Pigott (1997) point out a greater fiocus oftoday9s society

is on racial relations between African Americans and Caucasians.  This is due to the onset of

recent criminal and civil trials involving racial overtones, in the American court system.   Past

jury simulation studies revealed that Caucasianjurors have found African American defendants

more guilty than their Caucasian counterparts (Ugvllegbu, 1979; McGlynn, Megas, andBenson,

1976).  Nevertheless, recent studies have found some similar results but also contradictory

flndin§S (Foley and Pigott, 1997; Gaertner and Dovidio, 1986; Dovidio, 1993).

The diversity ofopinions center aroundthe guilt or innocence ofAfrican Americans as

judgedby caucasians.  This difference also occurs when African Americansjudge Caucasians

for crimes.  The research results point to various explanations; however, the overwhelming

theme behind the interpretations ofbias against a group that is unlike themselves, involves the

concepts ofin-group/ out-group bias (Ugwuegbu,1979; Whitehead, Smith, and Eichhom,1982).

However, recent studies show evidence thatthe majority ofCaucasians are accepting ofAfrican

Americans, and supportive oftheir issues (Wolfie and Spencer,1996).  A potential explanation to

the influences ofmasking true racistbeliefs could be the theory ofaversive racism (Gaertner and

Dovidio,1986; Dovidio,1993; Wolfe and Spencer,1996).

An examination ofin-group/ out-group bias, demonstrated that members ofan in-group

viewthemselves as more positive than another group, which is the out-group (Whitehead, Smith,
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Eichhom,1982).  Consequently, Ugwuegbu (1979) considered attributes ofin-group bias intwo

separate experiments with different populations, one African American and the other Caucasian.

The independent variables manipulated in both groups were the victim3s race, the defendant9s

race, and the amount ofevidence.  The study examined whether a difference existed between the

two groups in relationto howjurors wouldjudge defendants.  Based onthe theory ofin-group

bias, the researcher was investigating whether participants evaluate racially dissimilar

defendants as more harsh, and viewthem more negatively than similar defendants.  Also, ajuror

who is racially similar to a victim would evoke more empathy in thatjuror, hence, thatjuror

would viewthe defendant negatively.  The researcher exposed both groups to similar cases, only

varying in the race ofthe defendant and victim.  Results suggested that Caucasian participants

viewedAfrican American defendants as more guilty than Caucasian defendants.  Also, both

Caucasian and African Americanjurors held racially dissimilar defendants more guilty than

similar defendants.   Another finding Showed that Afirican Americans gave the African American

defendants ccthe benefit Ofthe doubt" When the evidence Was doubtful and Strong.  This finding

was unlike that ofCaucasian participants.  Similarly, Caucasian participants would give an

additional chance to a Caucasian defendant but not to an African American defendant.

The study illuminates the role ofin-group bias injury decisions from both an African

American and Caucasian vielxpoint.  Other studies such as, Foley and Pigott (1997) illustrated

that research suggests that mockjurors and actualjurors,judge African American defendants

more severely than Caucasian defendants.  They noted that Caucasians who are the victims of

African American offendersjudge these defendants more severely than African Americans who

assault otherAfrican Americans.  The researchers also pointed out that alljurorsjudged some
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defendants more severely when the victim is the same race as thejuror.

Furthermore,  Sagar and Schofield (1980) studied in-group bias by examining the effects

ofracial stereotypes and cultural differences ofsixth grade males in their interpretation of

ambiguous social aggressive acts.  They exposed African American males and Caucasian males

to ambiguous stimuli.  The stimulus showed interactions between either Caucasian students and

African American students, or a mixed interaction ofthese students.  In each case, either an

African American or a Caucasian was an aggressor, or the target ofthe aggressor.  Results

showed a tendency for participants to viewthe behaviors ofthe African American actors as more

mean/ threatening than Caucasian actors.  African American participants also noted this bias

toward African American actors.  However, both types ofparticipants viewed the actor as more

c¬rude, mean, thoughtless, playful, threatening, and less likable" thanthe targets, in spite ofrace.

Sagar and Schofleld (1980) replicated a study conducted by Duncan (1976).  Duncan9s (1976)

study examined how students viewed an ambiguous aggressive act.  Either a Caucasian or an

African American student orchestrated this act.  Ofthe forty-eight participants who observed an

African American actor commit the act, thirty-flve believed that the act was violent.  On the

other hand, when participants observed a Caucasian actor commit the same act, only sixjudged

that actor as violent.  Both experiments illustrate a bias against African American defendants,

despite the ambiguity ofthe information (Sagar and Schofleld,1980; Duncan,1976).

Research concemingjury simulation as it relates to racism is lacking studies that involve

racist behaviors beyond the in-group/ out-group hypothesis.  SpeciflCally, the role ofrace in how

it influences individual beliefs when exposed to an out-group.  A form ofracism proposed by

Gaertner and Dovidio (1986) could be a factor in the prejudice decisions.  Aversive racism
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occurs when Caucasians publicly express equality for all individuals, but possess negative

feelings and values toward African Americans.  Aversive racists recognize and empathize with

African American struggles and past injustices.  Dovidio (1993) proposed that certain

inconspicuous characteristics identify aversive racist.  First, aversive racists approve ofunbiased

and moral treatment ofall individuals.  Second, aversive racists maintain unconscious negative

feelings toward other races.  Third, these feelings produce anxiety and discomfort when

interaction with African Americans  is unavoidable, because ofconcems ofappearing

prejudiced.  Fourth, aversive racists believe established social rules and afflrm their equality

beliefs during interracial interaction.  Finally, aversive racists express their negative feelings in

oblique ways to rationalize their beliefs.  Aversive racists do not discriminate against African

Americans ifthe discrimination would be apparent to others.  Therefore, the aversive racists will

discriminate in ways that protect themselves from believing that their behaviors are racially

motivated.  These attitudes allow Caucasians to avoid personal conffontation with their genuine

racist feelings and beliefs, which guards their perceived image as non-prejudice individuals.

Therefiore, aversive racists are more likely to be liberal, and thus consider themselves as not

being discriminatory, racist, or prejudice.

Aversive racists will protect their selfimages by expanding their reafflrmatiOn Of

positive behaviors toward African Americans, such as theirbeliefs in equality and non racial

attitudes.  Whereas, when their selfimages are not injeopardy, aversive racists9 underlying

negative beliefs, feelings, and attitudes, are conveyed in indirect and selfjustifying fashions.

Kleinpenning and Hagendoom (1993) point out that individuals convey aversive racism when

Caucasians reluctantly have to interact with African Americans.  Caucasians do not express their
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beliefs through violent behaviors, but indirectly.  In relation to mockjury trials, perhaps a

Caucasianjuror who is lead to believe that he or she is on an all Caucasianjury may

discriminate against an African American defendant.  As Rokeach and Vidmar (1973) pointed

out, prejudice beliefs that individuals possess in everyday life are not left outside the courtroom.

It could be argued that an aversive form ofracism is the cause ofracism in the court

system.  Several studies involving racial connections between certain characteristics of

participants in mockjury cases andthe influence onjurors9 decisions, overwhelmingly support

the notion that African Americans are discriminated against, in the criminaljustice system.

Selecting from the tenets ofaversive racism, it is being hypothesized that most ofthe results in

the studies were related to the fact that the majority ofjurors were Caucasian.  Aversive racists

will notjeopardize their image ifparticipants believe that they wouldbe exposedto ridicule by

individuals ofanother race.  Perhaps the participants knewthat most ofthe other participants in

the studies were also Caucasian.  This could have lead participants into a sense ofsecurity,

because, there were no African Americans tojudge their responses as prejudice.  On the other

hand, Caucasian participants who were exposed to a more diversifled groups would want to

preserve their images as being non-prejudice.

Purpose

An in-group/ out-group bias has demonstrated that individuals will categorize themselves

into in-groups and classify others into out-groups.  The aversive racism theory indicates that

aversive racists will tend to protect their selfimages by maximizing their reafflrmation of

positive behaviors toward African Americans, such as theirbeliefs in equality and non racial

attitudes.  However, when their selfimage is not injeopardy, aversive racistsJ underlying
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negative beliefs, feelings, and attitudes are conveyed in indirect and selfjustifying fashions.

This study proposes that when Caucasian participants read a scenario depicting a crime that an

African American possibly committed, their decisions will be influencedbythe race ofthe

jurors and defense lavyers.   Therefore, the purpose was to explore the degree to which aversive

racism will affect in-group/ out-groupbias.

The present study, hypothesized that Caucasian participants would be more likely to flnd

the African American defendant as guilty when exposedto other Caucasianjurors than if

participants are exposed to African Americanjurors.  Therefore, Caucasians who are exposed to

a higher number ofCaucasians can more easily express racial attitudes than ifexposed to

African Americans.  The use ofall Caucasian participants will in theory maximize in-group/ out-

group bias.  Specifically, given a Participant Who iS exposedtO an African Americanjury and an

African American lavyer aversive racist beliefs will less likely to occur, tfian ifparticipant are

exposed to a Caucasianjury and a Caucasian lavyer.

Method

Participants

Ninety-three Caucasian Salisbury State University students, thirty-two males and sixty-

one fiemales, participated in this study.  The mean age ofthese students was nineteen and one

halfyears.  Participants were randomly assigned to serve in one ofthe six conditions in the 3 X 2

factorial design.  Due to the limited number ofminority paticipants in the available population,

Caucasian participants' data was utilized, and the researcher excluded minority participantsJ

data from the experiment.  The researcher obtained demographics from each participant which

included age, gender, ethnicity, and class rank.  The participants were randomly chosen for the
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study from a pool ofpotential participants required to fulfill a psychology department research

standard.

Materials

Scenario

The materials that were used as stimuli are from previous studies and were manipulated

with permission from Foley and Chamblin (1982), and McGlynn, Megas, and Beuson (1976).

The materials were adjusted somewhat to meet the needs ofthe present study.  The stimulus

material was  designed to be as ambiguous as possible while describing a criminal act that

participants could interpret as being committed bythe defendant or not.  The defendant3s

characteristics, the crime scenario, and witness testimonies were kept constantthrouchout all

conditions.  The only variables in the scenarios that change are the independent variables

consisting ofjury characteristics and lavyer characteristics.

lVIlite Racial Identitv Attitudes Scale

The main focus ofthis study was to determine whether racism is prevalent injury

decision making among Caucasians.  The lThite Racial Identity Attitudes Scale was one

instrument implemented to obtain this information.  The lThite Racial IdentityAttitudes Scale

(WRIAS) measures Caucasian racial attitudes utilizing a Likert-t)ape scale (Carter, 1990) for five

different sub-scales.  Helms (1984) considered that the development ofbeliefs and attitudes of

Caucasians about their racial identity is related to attitudes toward African Americans.   Pope-

Davis and Ottavi, (1994) point out that this scale measures flVe attitudes OfWhite racial identity

development, arranged in a hierarchical developmental fashion.  The five sub-scale attitudes

measure avariety ofattributes that Caucasians possess at different degrees.  Therefiore, the
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higher the score in any given attitude stage the more likely an individual endorses those attitudes

associated with that stage. Helms (1984) suggested that Caucasians within the higher levels of

identity have improved relationships with members ofother races.

According to the theory individuals go through these stages at different point in life.  The

hierarchical arrangementbegins withthe first stage, Contact, where individuals are unaware of

racial and cultural themes.  Therefore, they will most likely avoid African Americans, but

eventually they will begin to associate themselves with that race.  Once Caucasians begin to

befriend African Americans, they move toward disintegration.  Disintegration is a personal

realization ofhow significant racial issues influence society.  Caucasians inthis stage will

become aware oftheir olun ccwhiteness" as well a's interracial interactions.  However, when

these individuals overemphasize their relationships with African Americans, they can be rejected

by the same race they are trying to eamestly befriend.  Caucasians who are rejected, despite their

efforts to form  relationships with African Americans, will move into the reintegration stage.

This stage involves idealizing everything perceived as Caucasian, while slandering things that

are perceived as African American.  Although, ifthese individuals accept the differences and

accept their uniqueness ofbeing white, then they will move into the next stage ofracial identity

development.  This stage is called Pseudo-Independence.  Individuals at this level intemalize

their identity ofwhiteness and the beliefin personally being involved with correcting the

consequences ofracial problems.  However, at this stage, it has not been translated into action.

Caucasians will move to the flnal stage called autonomy when interactions and understanding

increases.  Autonomy is marked by racial interaction and racial equality.

The White Racial Attitudes Identity Scale consists offlfty items, ten in each sub-scale
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that measures attitudes on a frve-point scale extending from strongly disagree to strongly agree

(carter,1990).  Each individual receives a mean score for the five levels ofracial identity.  The

higher the score, the higher the attitudes endorsed in that level.  Consequently, individuals who

score high in the levels ofpseudo-independence and especially autonomy are less racist than

individuals who score high in the stages ofdisintegration, reintegration, or contact.  Carter

(1990) reported intemal consistency reliability coefflCientS using Cronbach alphas, from a

previous study (Carter,1988), of.53 for contact, .77 for disintegration, .80 for reintegration, .71

for pseudo-Independence, and .67 for autonomy scales.

Pope-Davis and Ottavi, (1994) investigatedthe racial predictability ofthe scale, to

ascertain whether or not white racial identity attitudes are related to racism.  Their results

indicatedthatthese attitudes are predictive measures ofracism, especially among Caucasian

9

males.   Carter (1990) reported research involving the association between ccwhite racial identity

attitudes and racism," using the NewRacism Scale and the lThite Racial Identity Attitude Scale.

The results ofCarter]s study also revealed that white racial identity attitudes do predict racist

beliefs. However, as with the Pope-Davis and Ottavi study, Carter found a difference in the level

ofthese attitudes between males and females.  SpeciflCally, males showed a positive relationship

in regards to reintegration and racism.  This indicates that the more Caucasian males have

reintegration attitudes, the most likely they have racist beliefs.  On the other hand, females were

found to have a negative relationship with respect to contact.  This reveals that Caucasian

females with decreased contact attitudes are likely to have racist beliefs.  These results coincide

with females having more pseudo-independence and autonomy attitudes, than disintegration and

reintegration attitudes.
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NewRacism Scale

The New Racism Scale was also used in this study to assess racial beliefs.  The New

Racism Scale pus) was developedby Jacobson (1985) and consists ofseven items.  The total

score, for each individual can ranges from a score seven to a score twenty-Six.  These scores are

obtained according to the choices participants endorse in each question.  The higherthe score

the more likely an individual favors racist believes.  Jacobson (1985) obtained an intemal

consistency reliability of.70.  Jacobson used one thousand four-hundred twenty-nine Participants

to obtain a standard deviation ofthirty-nine with a mean score of 15.9.  The seven questions are

comprised to elicit Caucasian racial attitudes toward African Americans.  Jacobson published

the scale and scoring procedures in his 1985 study.

Desien and Procedures

Fourteen to fifteen Participants Were randomly assigned in one ofsix conditions, in this

3 X 2 factorial design.  The conditions that the participants were randomly assigned include-. (a)

All Caucasian Jury/ Caucasian Defense Lavyer; (b) All Caucasian Jury/ African American

Defense Lavyer; (c) All African American Jury/ Caucasian Defense Lavyer; (d) All African

American Jury/ African American Defense Lavyer;  (e) Racially Mixed Jury/ African American

Defense Lavyer; (D Racially Mixed Jury/ Caucasian Defense Lavyer.   Participants were

provided with the stimulus materials, and verbally informed about the purpose ofthe study, and

given iustructious.  The dependentvariables measured the following regarding the defendant.-

(a) Guilt versus Irmocence; (b) an eight-point scale that measures confidence in the verdict; (c) If

found guilty, the number ofyears the defendant should be sentenced; (d) an eight-point scales

that measure howthe defendant is viewed, good/ bad, likable/ unlikable, rich/ poor, sick/ well,
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unfriendly/ friendly, guilty/ not guilty, violent/ not violent.  In addition, eight-point scales that

measures skillfulness ofboth the prosecution and defense lavyers.  For the eight-point scales,

the higher the number the more positive the response.  After finishing the questions tO the

scenario, participants completed the lThite Racial Identity Attitude Scale and the NewRacism

Scale.

Results

Verdict Measure Analyses

Verdict

The general loglinear analyses between the verdict measure and the independent

variables, ofrace ofjny and race oflavyer, yielded non-significant results.  This indicates that

the defendant was not convicted at any level ofthe independent variables.  Consequently, the

predictionthatthe racial makeup ofthejury, and the race ofthe defense lavyer would influence

participants was not supported by the results.  Specifically, there was no difference between the

all African inericanjury, the Mixedjury, andthe all Caucasianjury.  This was also the case

between the African American defense lavyer, and the Caucasian defense lavyer, as well as any

combination between the tw'ro independent variables.  Eighty-seven percent ofthe participants

found the defendant not guilty.

_a_QrfldenCe in Verd_ict

The confidence ofthe verdict measure was used tO analyze the Participants Certainty in

the verdicts thatthey gave.  The analysis ofvariance (ANOVA) revealed non-significant result

indicating that there was no difference between the groups in their confidence Ofthe Verdicts.

The majority ofparticipants endorsed a moderately high level ofconfidence in the Verdict with a
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mean score of5.6 out ofatotal ofeight.   Therefore, the confldence level suggests that the

12

verdict decisions made by the participants could not substantiate the main hypothesis, indicating

thatthe racial make up ofthejury northe race ofthe defense lavyer influenced the participants

decisions.  Further analyses ofthe confldenCe measure Was evaluated.

The association betweenthe confidence in the Verdict, and racist beliefs Were analyzed.

The correlational analysis between the New Racism Scale and the confldence ofthe verdict

revealed a significant negative correlation, r = -.26,p = .05.  This indicates that as racism

decreases confidence in the Verdict increases.   However, ifparticipants were found to be less

confident in the Verdict then they WOuld have held more racist beliefs.  These findings Were

supported by other correlational findings associated with the Vthite Racial Identity Attitudes

a

Scale.

The sub-scale disintegration, ofthe White Racial Identity Attitudes Scale, negatively

correlated with confidence Ofthe Verdict, r = -.27,p = .05.  This sub-scale is related with

aversive beliefs about African Americans; therefore, it is conceivable that low levels of

disintegration attitudes would increase confidence in a verdict.  In addition, reintegration is

another attitude associated with negative views toward African Americans.  This sub-scale

correlated negatively with confidence in the Verdict, r = -.28,p = .01.  Consequently, low levels

ofreintegration would increase confidence in a Verdict.  Pseudo-independence correlated

positively with confidence, r = .25,p = .05.  This attitude is associated with emerging equality

beliefs; therefore, the results indicate a tendency for high levels ofpseudo-independence

attitudes to be associated with a high degree ofconfidence fior averdict.
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Characteristic Measures Analvses

ANOVA evaluations ofthe defendant9s characteristics revealed only one significant

result.  The main effect ofthe defense lavyer9s race was for the sick/ well measure,  F(1, 92) =

3.7,p = .05.  The analysis ofthe sick/ well measure for the defendantJs characteristics was not a

primary focus ofthe study.  However, the results revealedthis main effect was related to the

defendantJs lavyer.  The mean scores implied that the defiendant was viewed as more well than

sick when the attomey was African American.  (See Table 1).  Consequently, the presence ofan

African American lavyer will influence Caucasianjurors in favor ofan African American

defendant.

Another main effect was associated with the racial composition ofthejury for the

skillfulness ofthe plaintiffs lavyer measure.  The results ofthe ANOVA yielded a main effect

of, F (2, 92) = 5.0,p = .05.  Post hoe examination revealed a signiflCant score utilizing the Tukey

Test.  The difference was between the mixedjury and the all African Americanjury with a mean

difference result of 1.10.  The mean scores indicated that participants who were exposed to an

all African Americanjury, perceived the plaintiffs lavyer to be more skillful than when

exposed to the mixedjury.  (See Table 1).  Interestingly, the plaintifflavyer9s race was not

mentioned in the stimulus material.  In addition, the measure was used to balance the questions

with the inquiries fior the defiendantJs lavyer.

lhthite Racial Identity Attitudes Scale

Several ofthe dependent variable measures related to the defendant correlated with the

different levels ofthe WRIAS.  (See Table 2).  The goodness measure correlated negatively with

the disintegration level ofthe lhRIAS.  This negative correlation indicates that as the defendant
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is viewed more goodthanbad, disintegration attitudes decrease.  This corresponds with the

ideals that disintegration is considered to be related to adverse attitudes toward African

Americans; therefore, an individual with a low degree OfdiSintegratiOn would View an African

American as being a good person.  Other negative correlations between reintegration and the

friendliness measure, goodness measure, level ofguilt, and level ofperceivedviolence were

14

found.  These negative correlations relate to the negative aspect OfreintegratiOn.  Reintegration

can be associated with caucasians devaluing African Americans accomplishments.  Therefore,

as the results indicate, ifparticipants endorsed low levels of reintegration then the participants

would find the defendant friendly, good, not guilty, and notviolent.

The sub-scale ofpseudo-independence positively correlated with the friendliness

measure, goodness measure, level ofguilt, measure oflikeableness, and level ofperceived

violence.  These correlations coincide with the ideals ofpseudo-independence.  Individuals with

the attitudes associated with pseudo-independence believe in correctingthe wrongs ofracism.

Therefore, it is conceivable that ifthe participants viewed the defendant as good, friendly, not

guilty, likeable, and not violent, then they would possess higher levels ofpseudo-independence.

other positive correlations were related to the sub-scale ofAutonomy.  These positive

correlations were associated with the friendliness measure, the goodness measure, level ofguilt,

1ikeableness measure, and level ofperceived violence.  These correlations show that as attitudes

ofautonomy increase, the defendant is viewed more positively.  Autonomy is associated with

great degrees ofattitude for racial equality.  Consequently, high endorsement ofautonomous

attitudes would correspond to viewing an AfricanAmerican as being friendly, good, not guilty,

likeable, and not violent.
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In summary, the majority ofthe participants endorsed a more positive than negative View

ofthe defendant when comparing the means ofthe characteristic measures.  This corresponds to

results ofthe study which suggests that participants endorse attitudes ofpseudo-independence

and autonomy which are associated with positive views ofAfrican Americans.  Correlations

betweenthe levels ofthe white Racial Identity Attitudes Scale and the defendant9s

characteristics showed signiflCant results.  These results were found among the characteristics Of

friendliness, goodness, level ofguilt,1ikeableness, and level ofviolence, although, these were

not significant across all the levels ofthe white Racial Identity Attitudes Scale.

A±ff_±tudes and Beliefs Scales Analyses

correlations calculated between the NewRacism Scale and the sub-scales ofthe white

Racial Identity Attitudes Scale yielded findings Similar tO that OfCarter (1990).  The New

Racism Scale correlated with the sub-scales in  both positive and negative ways.  (See Table 3).

contact attitudes are associated with lack ofawareness ofcultural themes.  This attitude

correlated negatively with the NewRacism Scale, indicating as contact attitudes increase racial

beliefs decrease.  specifically, as an individual becomes more aware ofcultural themes then

racial beliefs will decrease.  Disintegration and reintegration correlated positively with the New

Racism Scale.  Therefore, as disintegration attitudes or reintegratiOn attitudes decrease, racial

beliefs will decrease.  Both sub-scales are associated with negative views OfAfrican Americans

under certain circumstances.  consequently, participants who possess low levels of

disintegration or reintegration will have decreased racist beliefs.  On the other hand, pseudo-

independence and autonomy sub-scales correlated negatively with the NewRacism Scale.

These relationships can be interpreted as pseudo-independence attitudes Or autonomy attitudes
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increase racial beliefwill decrease.  This is to be expected because, the relationships between

pseudo-independence and autonomy suggests high levels ofthese attitudes indicate a beliefin

racial equality.   Therefore, high scores in pseudo-independence Or autonomy are associated with

low levels ofracial beliefs.

gLe_qder DifferenQes

The focus ofthis statistical analyses changed from the independent variables to examine

gender differences.  The white Racial Identity Attitudes Scale andNewRacism Scale were

examined in relation to the participants characteristics.  The lThite Racial Identity Attitudes

scale produced the only significant effects with respect tO gender differences.  ANOVA analysis

for each level ofthe whte Racial Identity Attitudes Scale yielded significant effects for all

scales except contact. As forthe other levels ofattitude, Disintegration produced, F(1, 92) =

3.074,p = .05, Reintegration yielded, F= (1, 92) = 2.953,p = .05, Pseudo-independence

produced, F(1, 92) = 7.031,p = .05, and Autonomy generated, F= (1, 92) = 5.078,p = .05.  The

analysis ofthe mean scores, indicated that female participants highly endorsed pseudo-

independence and autonomy attitudes.  However, male participants largely favored

disintegration and reintegration attitudes.  (see Table 4).  This indicates that females favor racial

equality and understanding more than males.

Discussion

g9nCluSiOnS_ Ofthe Resu_+ife

This study usedjay simulation examine the implications ofaversive racism.  The

purpose ofthe study was to evaluate, howthe presence ofAfrican Americans would influence

caucasians decision making.  The study was examining whether or not a group COuld be
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influenced by another group, so they would avoid being viewedas racist.  This study was in the

context ofajury simulation.  The findings indicated non-signiflCant results for each Ofthe

independentvariables, the racial compositions ofthejury, and the race ofthe defense lavyer.

speciflcally, the race ofthejury whether mixed, all Caucasian, or all African American had no

effect on findingthe defendant guilty Or not guilty.  In addition, the race ofthe defense lavyer

whether caucasian or African American had no influence on the participants in finding the

defendant guilty or not guilty.  Therefore, the hypothesis was not supported.

These results could have been influenced by howthe experimental conditions were

manipulated.  Aversive racism is a social concept.  The study tried to capitalize on this social

theme in a fabricated situation without the participants having the benefits OfSeeing key flgureS,

or hearing the testimonies in the case.  It may have been more productive ifthe participants were

exposed to pictures ofthe plaintiffand defendant, or a video tape ofthe court proceedings while

working in groups.  This would have promoted interactions betweenthe participants and the

stimulus materials.  Because, the independent variables were not successful in producing

signiflcant results as it relates to the hypothesis, the focus ofthe results changed.  The analyses

ofthe various measures revealed interesting flndings; although, none supported the theory of

aversive racism.  On the contrary, the findings indicated Support for the white Racial Identity

Attitudes Scale measures, and participants endorsed high degrees in the beliefand attitudes of

racial equality.

Verdict and Confldence

Analyses ofthe verdict measure revealed that the defendant was found not guilty by the

majority ofparticipants.  This result could have been related to the lack ofmanipulation ofthe
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independent variables.  However, the majority ofthe participants were confident inthe Verdicts,

indicating a true beliefin the verdict.  Therefore, the hypothesis that the participants decisions

would be influencedby members oftheir ingroup against the out-group, orthe out-group

influencing the ingroup could not be supported.  It would be expected that aversive racism

would influence those participants in the groups involving Afirican American interaction to

produce the not guilty verdict.  This would have been caused by these individuals wanting to be

perceived as not racist.  However, the expectation would be that their confidence in the Verdicts

would be low.  Analyses ofthe confidence measure found nO difference between groups.  On the

other hand, it was predicted that participants in the groups involving Caucasians would have

confidently found the defendant guilty, because, there was no African American involvement to

influence their decisions.  However, the results show confidence in the Verdict across all the

groups.  Further analyses ofthe confidence measure should have been completed in regards tO

splitting the not guilty verdict group from the guilty group verdict.  This analyses could have

revealed a difference between the confidence Ofthe not guilty Verdict and the guilty Verdict.

Ifaversive racism was not a factor in the participants decision making, regardless Ofthe

independent variables, then they should reject negative racial beliefs and standards.  In addition,

the aversive racism theory would have predicted that high levels ofracial inequality would result

in decrease confldenCe.  In fact, a negative relationship was found between the NewRacism

scale and confidence.  This result related to a high degree ofconfldenCe found among

participants.
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___lEm±te Racial Identity Attitudes S£a±e

As previously indicated the white Racial Identity Attitudes Scale is comprised offive

levels ofwhite racial identity in relation to attitudes held by Caucasians for or againstAfrican

Americans.  Contact is associated with a lack Ofunderstanding OfAfrican American issues but

there is emerging interest and involvement.  Disintegration and reintegratiOn are relatedtO more

negative feelings and attitudes about African Americans.  Depending on reactions ofCaucasians

toward African Americans as well as personal growth, Caucasians could move toward racist

beliefs and feelings, orthey could move toward racial equality.  A move toward equality leads

the person into the stages ofpseudo-independence and autonomy.  These stages are associated

with the beliefthat all people are equal and they appreciate diversity.  Analyses ofthese sub-

scales in relationto the various measures ofthis study revealed interesting findings.

overall analyses indicates that the majority ofparticipants favor PSeudO-independence

and autonomous attitudes.  Therefore, the confidence inthe Verdict wouldbe an accurate finding

ofthe participants truly believing thejudgement.  On the other hand, analyses ofgender

difference indicated that males favored disintegration and reintegration attitudes and beliefs

while females endorsed pseudo-independent and autonOmOuS attitudes.  These gender

differences are similar to the flndingS OfCarter (1990).  Carter showed that males endorsed more

disintegration attitudes as comparedto females who favored pseudo-independent and

autonomous attitudes.  The implications ofthese findings Suggest that males may misunderstand

or reject racial issues where as, females maybe more aware ofracial issues and embrace the

uniqueness ofracial diversity.

The analyses ofthe flndings indicate that aS individuals progress toward less racial
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beliefs and attitudes the more pseudo-independent and autonomous they become.  This indicates

that female participants are involved in correcting racial problems and interacting more

positively with members ofthe African American race.  Therefore, the overall results may have

been influenced by the larger number offemale participants as compared to the males.  Aversive

racism is believed to be associated with underlying racial feelings that only emerge when a

caucasian is not threatenedby being perceived as racist.  As indicated, females hold more

pseudo-independence and autonomous attitudes.  These attitudes are synonymous with

correcting racial problems and engaging in racial equality.  Consequently, the more female

participants the more likely they influencedthe overall flndingS against aVerSiVe racism.  Ifmore

male participants were used perhaps their attitudes ofdisintegration and reintegration would

have produced flndingS tO Support the theory OfaVerSiVe racism.  The implications ofthese

gender differences maybe related to the idea that females have been exposed to discriminatory

behaviors by others, therefore, giving them a better understanding ofracial discrimination.

Defendant Characteristic Measures

one ofthe main focuses ofthe study was to evaluate howthe participants viewedthe

defendant.  It would be expected that ifaversive racist found the defendant not guilty, then the

defendant wouldbe viewed negatively.  However, the results indicatedthat participants viewed

the defendant in a positive way.  The defendant was seen as friendly, good, likable, and not

violent.  In addition, a significant effects Ofthe Sick/ Well measure indicated that the defendant

was viewed as more well than sick when the defense lavyer was African American.  More

interestingly was the relationships between those characteristics and the sub-scales ofthe white

Racial Identity Attitudes Scale.  It would be expected from the theory upon which the scale iS
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basedthat positive and negative viel,\rpoints depend on what attitudes a person holds.  Therefore,

pseudo-independence and autonomy attitudes should be related to positive viewpoints about the

defendantJs characteristics.  Onthe other hand, negative vielxpointS regarding the defendant9s

characteristics should be related to attitudes ofreintegration and disintegratiOn.  In fact, the

relationships amongthe attitudes ofpseudo-independence and autonomy Were POSitiVely

correlated.  This corresponds with the expected results based On the tenets OfWhite racial

identity, indicating that positive views ofAfrican American are relatedto higher level attitudes.

onthe other hand, negative correlations were associated with the sub-scales ofdisintegration

and reintegration.  IJOWer level attitudes are associated with negative views ofAfrican

Americans.  The implications ofthese findings, in relation tO the attitudes Ofthe Participants,

suggestthattheytruly did flndthe defendant not guilty andviewedthe defendant in a positive

way.   consequently, aversive racism was not a factor in the decision making process ofthe

Caucasian participants.

The NewRacism Scale

Further support forthe accuracy ofwhat the lThite Racial Identity Attitudes Scale

measures was established through relationships betweenthe sub-scales andthe NewRacism

scale.  Based on the definitions Ofthe Sub-scales for the WRIAS, it is expected that high levels

ofracism would results in low attitudes ofpseudo-independence and autonomy.  On the other

hand, ifhigh levels ofracism are measured then high attitudes ofdisintegration and reintegratiOn

would be identifled.  The results did showthat pseudo-independence and autonomy Were

positively related to racism while reintegration and disintegration were negatively related to

racism.  This indicates that participants who possess attitudes Ofequality are less racists, as
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compared to others who possess attitudes ofinequality are more racists.  The implications of

these flndings, coupled with the low racial beliefs as measured by the NewRacism Scale,

22

suggest that the participants did not base their decisions uponthe race ofthejury nor the race of

the defense attomey.

General Conclusions

The order, timing, and experimental conditions could have influenced the results.

Ideally, the NewRacism Scale and white Racial Identity Attitudes Scale should have been

administered to the palficipants sometime before the actual manipulation ofthe independent

variables.  This manipulation should have been more social in nature to reflect interactions and

personal involvement ofthe participants.  However, the nature ofthe experimental conditions

did not grant itselfto ideal situations.

This study may have not established the influences ofaversive racism but it has sholun

that individuals who participated in this study endorse more racial equality than negative beliefs

and attitudes in relation to the scores ofthe measures.  The interpretation ofthe result should be

completed in light ofthe limitations and the lack ofsignificance tO Support the hypothesis.

Perhaps, aversive racism was an influential factor in the experiment resulting in overall positive

findings.  However, the lack oftrue social exposure did not allow aversive beliefs and attitudes

to surface.   Future research should utilize real social interactions between thejury, the plaintiff,

andthe defendant.  This could be accomplished throuch video tapes or pictures.  The essential

part ofaversive racism is the interactions between individuals.  Therefore, further research

should have participants in groups according tojury type when making verdicts.

It was clear from the results ofthis study as well as Carter (1990), that males possess
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more negative racial attitudes towardAfrican American than females.  However, overall there

was no significant differences between the genderS.  Therefore, further investigation ofthe

caucasian male population maybe worthwhile.  Finally, the substantial relationships betweenthe

defendant9s characteristics and the levels ofthe white Racial Identity Attitudes Scale was

interesting.  These results indicate that the tenets ofthe WRIAS relate to most ofthe defendants

characteristics according to the deflnitions ofthe sub-scales.  In conclusion, given the results and

limitations ofthe present study, father studies examining aversive racism seem warranted.
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Table 1

Me_eps for the _Sicky _Well_Me_asure and the PlaintiffLavyer:s_Sk_illfulness as a function.Qfth_e_
Typ_e ofJury and the Type ofLavys±

Measures

Sick/ Well*JuryLavyerM PlaintiffLavyer3sSkillfulness*M

African American          African American                          7.06 5.06

Caucasian                                          6.20 5.67

Caucasian                       Affican American                           6.67 4.67

Caucasian                                          6.25 4.75

Mixed                              African American                           6.50 4.56

Caucasian                                         6.27 3.93
*n-15-16.
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Table 2

gQEe_lat_ion Coefficients_Between the DefendaHfS Characteristics and thasELbl-ap.a.l£§j2£±hE
]RT]ite_ Racial Identity Attitudes__ S_ca±sL

VunS Sub-scales

Defendant9s                                Disintegration Reintegration Pseudo- Autonomy
Characteristics*               MFriendliness6.26            -.10 independence

-.22 *** .21  *** .22  ***

Goodness                          5.48              -.28 ** -.2J =* .2J *** .22  ***

Level ofGuilt                6.04             -.10 -.28 ** .34  ** .28  **

Likeableness                   5.73              -.18 -.18 .23  *** .31  **

Level ofViolence         5.84             -.16 -.31  ** .34 ** .23  ***

* = Likert type scale from 1 to 8, the higher the number the more positive the response.
** = Correlation is significant at the .Ol level.
*** = Correlation is significant at the .05 level.
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Table 3

ELelation Coefficients Between the NewRacism Sca±eafl±lthe Sub-Scales ofthe Wh±±±±sB+Ba£±a±
EL£Htity Attitude_s_ S_c_aha

Vans Sub-scales

Contact Disintegration Reintegration Pseudo-independence AutoHomy

New                        -.22=*=RacismScale .61  *= .63  ** -.50  == -.47 **

** = correlation is significant at the .01 level.
*** = correlation is significant at the .05 level.
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Table 4

MLinrfeg±grdS|rfe±h±EL±±gJE[]±±±gJ±ag±a±J±§g±±gzJ±ff±g±±gS±£a±a
as a Function ofGender.

GendeI

*n-32
**n-61




